
LIS student employee survey

What do you use most often on the LIS website? Response
Total

17

Total # of respondents 18. Statistics based on 17 respondents; 0 filtered; 1 skipped.
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What features of the LIS website work or could be improved?

Unfamiliar with - Could be improved - Works
1 Unfamiliar with  █
2 Could be improved  █
3 Works  █

Computing help documentation

Library research guides
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LIS website searching
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What features of the LIS website work or could be improved?

Unfamiliar with - Could be improved - Works
1 Unfamiliar with  █
2 Could be improved  █
3 Works  █

LIS organizational structure

LIS departments staffing information
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Staff accomplishments
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What features of the LIS website work or could be improved?

Unfamiliar with - Could be improved - Works
1 Unfamiliar with  █
2 Could be improved  █
3 Works  █

Services/Departments locations

Hours of service
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Space availability
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What features of the LIS website work or could be improved?

Unfamiliar with - Could be improved - Works
1 Unfamiliar with  █
2 Could be improved  █
3 Works  █

Status of systems

LIS events calendar
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Emergency procedures
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What features of the LIS website work or could be improved?

Unfamiliar with - Could be improved - Works
1 Unfamiliar with  █
2 Could be improved  █
3 Works  █

Tagging

Who to contact for what
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Comments
 Computing help
documentation  - Needs to be consolidated and integrated with LIS wiki.

 - Some is out of date
 - I mean, what's there is great. I know we're always working to improve the wiki, not
to mention go/docs.

 Library research
guides  - does  this exist ...

 - Way too much information. I'd rather spend that time reading the articles.
 - The organization is a bit unclear and could be stronger.

 LIS website
searching  - Searching within the wiki is not very intuitive

 - Is this different from go/search?
 - search does not seem to locate desired pages all the time

 LIS organizational
structure  - I don't know what you're referring to.

 - seems overwhelming now - maybe further categorization & vertical drop down
menus would help

 LIS departments
staffing information  - its hard to know who works where

 - way out of date
 - Haven't used it.

 Staff
accomplishments  - never seen this page

 - Haven't used it.
 
Services/Departme
nts locations

 - out of date

 Hours of service  - during irregurlar hours like  vacation period, could it be made more evident on the
websit
 - I don't know if you're affiliated with posting the hours for the Grille and MiddXpress,
but there's nothing about their hours. That could definitely be improved.
 - This section is very weak. It is difficult to find hours online, particularly for the help
desk

 Space availability  - the link to this page can be made easily accesible
 - I have no idea what's out there, let alone what's available. A list online would be
great.

 Status of systems  - I presume we're talking about which printers are online, etc. We're still developing a
system to present that kind of information. (I suggested Twitter...)

 LIS events
calendar  - other than  emails and  notices in the library , a link on the website would be hepful

 - could be found/visible immediately
 Emergency
procedures  - could not find even after using search for it

 Tagging  - What is tagging?
 - can imagine having a feature like that

 Who to contact for
what
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Is there information not on the LIS Website that would be useful to include? Response
Percent

Response
Total

Yes ████████████████ 20% 3

No ████████████████████████████████████████████████████████████████ 80% 12

What information? 4

Total # of respondents 18. Statistics based on 16 respondents; 0 filtered; 2 skipped.
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What is your level of comfort with the following technologies?

Not at all comfortable - Less comfortable - Moderately
comfortable - Comfortable - Very comfortable
1 Not at all comfortable  █
2 Less comfortable  █
3 Moderately comfortable  █
4 Comfortable  █
5 Very comfortable  █

Blogs

Wikis
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Content Management Systems
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What is your level of comfort with the following technologies?

Not at all comfortable - Less comfortable - Moderately
comfortable - Comfortable - Very comfortable
1 Not at all comfortable  █
2 Less comfortable  █
3 Moderately comfortable  █
4 Comfortable  █
5 Very comfortable  █

RSS

Surveying
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Instant Messaging

Why? (Optional)
 Blogs
 Wikis  - Not sure how it works
 Content
Management
Systems

 - No experience

 RSS
 Surveying
 Instant Messaging

Is there anything else you’d like the LIS Website Team to know about? Response
Total

4

Total # of respondents 18. Statistics based on 4 respondents; 0 filtered; 14 skipped.
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